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Easy Sequence 
 
This small sequence was given to me many years ago at one of the British Wheel of Yoga workshops.  It was developed to encourage beginners to set up a daily 

morning practice with a little story / affirmations. For example, you can easily do 3 rounds whilst waiting for the kettle to boil. The idea is that this becomes a 

moving meditation as well as physical practice.   

 

Thinks to watch out for:  

• Keep the knees slightly bend forward bending if you suffer from lower back problems.   

• Always make sure you do come back to centre with the spine as elongated as you can before bending/twisting it 

• When stretching keep the body soft rather than tensing, think elongating rather than stretching  

• Aim for perfect synchronisation of breath & movement: it’s almost if the breath is moving you, rather than you doing the movement. 

 

 Hands in Namaste (full breath in & out) I am here 

 Inhale Stretch up and back to sky to salute heaven I salute the Universe 

 Exhale Bend down arms opening out to the side (knees gently bent) to fetch water from the river I bow to Mother Earth 

 Inhale come up arms straight up, I salute the Light Exhale let the water wash over you I am cleansed 

 Inhale stretch arms interlock fingers palm up, I salute the Light Exhale to the left I salute the Night that has passed away 

 Inhale back to centre I salute the Light, Exhale to the I salute the new day ahead 

 Inhale back to centre, I salute the Light Exhale arms down I release 

 Inhale stretch arms up to shoulder level I open/spread my wing Exhale to the left I salute the East 

 Inhale back to centre I open/spread my wing Exhale to the right I salute the West 

 Inhale back to centre I am here Exhale bending forward I pick up the lotus flower from the river 

 Inhale up, offer it to heaven soul, forehead wisdom, lips communication, heart compassion & to rest of the world peace on earth for all living 

creatures.  


